sufficient system capability remains
airplane. From this standpoint, using
electrical configuration. Boeing QRH
to accommodate adverse weather, a
the overhead switch to depower red
procedures are developed with the underreplanned route, and an approach into an anti-collision strobes may be beneficial standing that, at a flight crew’s discretion,
unfamiliar airport. In-service data show
during an unknown smoke event. Turning additional action may be taken that is
that inordinate depowering of airplane
off all exterior lighting, however, would
deemed necessary to ensure safe flight.
systems beyond QRH procedures is not
be an overreaction that would increase
If a flight crew considers action
likely to be of benefit in an unknown
the risk of traffic conflict without
beyond the QRH procedures, the action
smoke situation. Further, such action
commensurate likelihood of addressing
must be based on the particular situation
would significantly reduce airplane capa- the smoke source.
and knowledge of airplane system operabilities for the remainder of the flight.
Without complicated troubleshooting- tion. Procedural alternatives that may be
During the study, several depowering type procedures, it is a practical impos- reasonable near a familiar airport under
strategies beyond current procedures
sibility to depower all potential sources visual meteorological conditions may
were considered but ultimately not
of unknown smoke without compronot be appropriate in adverse weather or
incorporated into the Boeing QRH
mising necessary systems. The key to
unfamiliar surroundings with a comnon-normal checklists based on a riskdepowering potential unknown smoke
promised airplane. The crew may also
benefit evaluation. The elements of
sources while protecting necessary
have additional flight deck effects or
continued safe flight and landing were
airplane functions involves balancing a information beyond those explicitly identidetermined according to four safety
series of risk assessments. Because the
fied in the QRH (e.g., tripped circuit
requirements: controlled flight path,
QRH must facilitate timely and prudent breakers, synoptic information, or reports
controlled airplane energy, navigation,
crew action appropriate for a broad
from cabin crew) that may assist in
and survivable environment. Conditions
range of scenarios, the QRH procedures identifying the smoke source.
during the remainder of the flight
cannot resort to a severely depowered
A flight crew in an extreme situation
could necessitate the
will benefit from
availability of flight
airplane system knowmanagement system
ledge that would
navigation, autopilot,
be inappropriate to
■ Engineering design by airplane manufacturers, oversight by regulators,
multiple communicadetail in time-critical
and maintenance practices by operators combine to minimize occurtion channels, first
procedures. For
rences of smoke, fumes, and fire in the pressurized areas of airplanes.
officer’s displays,
example, on most
■ When an in-flight smoke or fire event does occur, it can be a timesmoke detection, fire
Boeing-designed
critical situation that demands immediate action by the flight and cabin
suppression, cabin
two-engine airplanes,
crews.
lighting, and electrical
the right electrical
power for removing
bus powers a higher
■ Crews should follow QRH procedures, which must be structured to allow
smoke.
proportion of nonflight and cabin crews to promptly respond to an in-flight smoke event.
Exterior lighting
essential equipment,
■ In known smoke events, direct crew response minimizes operational
illustrates the important
while the left electriconsequences, such as flight cancellations and air turnbacks.
difference between a
cal bus powers the
prudent crew response
higher proportion
■ If a crew cannot confirm that persistent onboard smoke or fire has been
and an inordinate
of flight-critical
completely extinguished, Boeing recommends the earliest possible
depowering of airplane
equipment.
descent, landing, and evacuation of the airplane.
systems during an
The best response
■ In unknown smoke events, a prudent crew response minimizes risk
unknown smoke event.
to an event of
during remaining flight. Inordinate depowering of airplane systems is not
Equipment used
unknown smoke comlikely to benefit an unknown smoke situation because such action signififor red anti-collision
bines use of prudent
cantly reduces airplane capabilities for the remainder of the flight withstrobes includes
QRH non-normal
out commensurate likelihood of depowering the unknown smoke source.
high-energy compochecklists and flight
nents, such as a
■ Many unknown smoke sources are later determined to be electrical,
crew discretion based
high-intensity flasher,
on the particular
substantiating the positive step of depowering specific equipment not
and is an occasional
crucial to the remaining flight, landing, and egress. Historically, flightsituation and a thorsource of smoke in the
critical systems have not significantly contributed to smoke events.
ough knowledge of
pressurized area of the
airplane systems.
■ In an extreme situation, a flight crew will benefit from knowledge of
airplane systems that would be inappropriate to detail in time-critical
QRH procedures.

SUMMARY

TIPS ON MINIMIZING SMOKE EVENTS
The following tips are based on the review and
analysis of in-flight smoke events on Boeing airplanes between November 1992 and June 2000:
■

■

Although not a serious risk for propagating
fire, several events occurring immediately
before or after airplane departure were
attributed to engine or auxiliary power unit
(APU) maintenance activity during the
previous ground leg. Most operators have
ground crew procedures for engine or APU
runs following maintenance. For an operator
with concerns in this area, a review of
ground procedures that require engine or
APU run may be appropriate.
Some known smoke events are directly
preventable. Paper may come into contact
with hot lighting, either in the cabin or
crew rest areas. Food may be left in an
oven or a coffeepot heated while empty.
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■

Smoke or actual fire events have been
initiated by repeated circuit breaker resets
during ground troubleshooting. Even when
performed on the ground, circuit breaker
resets should be performed cautiously.
Important considerations are the number
of reset attempts, cooling time between
reset attempts, and the stationing of maintenance crew monitoring for unusual
sounds or smell.

■

A flight crew may be able to identify
unknown smoke as air-conditioning smoke
based on subsequent indication. In an
air-conditioning smoke event caused by
leaking engine oil, the first symptom
noticed by the crew may be a burning odor
of unknown origin. Subsequent engine
indications might clarify an abnormal
engine situation, and the corresponding
bleed air source can be isolated.

